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“Helsinki will be 
the world’s 
leading testbed 
for innovation”

Helsinki City Council strategy 2013-2016:

Most Functional City in the world 

“Entire city is developed as a test platform for 

new innovations and solutions.”

”City cannot solve the big challenges on its own, 

but instead we need strategic partnerships with 

everyone who is interested in developing 

Helsinki“

”Helsinki is big enough for the development and 

testing of systematically impactful innovations 

but small enough to make it possible in practice”

“Helsinki will be the world's best city in utilizing 

digitalization”

Helsinki City Council strategy 2017-2021:



Helsinki’s Digital Strategy in 1 Page: 
From Reactive to Proactive City

The most 
functional city in 

the world that 
makes the best 

use of 
digitalisation

City Strategy Strategic Objectives Development ThemesImpact on different Stakeholders

Why? What? To Whom? How?

Key Initiatives

Automation and scalable 
24/7 self-services

Digital twin: Helsinki produces, utilises 
and shares the best open data in the 

world

Citizens can affect how their data is 
being utilised (MyData principles)

Proactive and targeted services

The city utilises the potential of 
platform economy, services are 
produced with the ecosystem

Citizens are served proactively and more 
personalised way, often without filling forms. 

Digital self-services are available 24/7.

Employees have more time for customers. 
Operations can be targeted where the need is 

greatest. Manual tasks are automated.

Management has real-time data to support 
taking informed decisions. Predictive analysis 

applied to weigh different options.

Businesses and communities are seamless part 
of the city’s service production.  

Travellers find city’s services easier, 
also virtually.

For all: saves time and money, risk mitigation, 
better decision making

Data, AI and 
robotisation

User-centered 
agile culture

Digital foundation

Digital city services

Values: customer-centricity openness, inclusivity, transparency

Requirements: Increasing the competence level of personnel, new culture and ways of working and modern tools.
Eliminating waste and overlapping work, more focus

Data-driven city: Management, 

decision-making and service 

development utilising data

New mode of operation 
and organisation

A1: Pre-school placement proactively
A2: Proactive health benefit check
A3: Preventing youth exclusion
A4: Reservation system for city’s facilities
A5: Citizen engagement platform
A6: Profile and portal for consent mgmt
A7: Customer experience platform
A8. Channel strategy and domain policy
B1: Support for lean service creation
B2: Agile experiments
C1: Data strategy
C2: Data and AI ethics
C3: Data- and IoT-platforms
C4: API management
C5: Analytics and measurement
C6: Digital twin
C7: Robotics and automation
D1: One well-managed network infrastructure
D2: Cloud strategy and 0365
D3: Portfolio optimisation
D4: Centralised IT-support 
D5: Multi-channel customer support
E1: Digitalisation department
E2: Digital management team
E3: Infrastructure and IT support
E4: PMO and change management training
E5: Harmonised financial reporting
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Three priority areas for Helsinki's 

economic policy 2018–2021
Internationally attractive Helsinki
We strengthen Helsinki's international recognition and advance the export of Helsinkian know-

how to the world. During the strategy period, the tourism to the city grows sustainably, and foreign 

investments generate new job opportunities.

City with a skillful work force
We meet the skill needs of the changing labour market of the future, make Helsinki an attractive 

place for the world's leading experts, and increase the Helsinkians' ability to work. During the 

strategy period, education leads to employment in Helsinki, and work-related immigration allows 

for Helsinki-based companies to grow.

Platform for new and growing business activities
By 2025, we open up Helsinki and make it Europe's leading platform for experimentation and 

innovative entrepreneurship. During the strategy period, the experiment platforms are established 

as the city's way of working with enterprises and other organisations developing new solutions.
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With an unique 3D value proposition

To create most functional city by combining Design, 

Digitality and Dialogue



Helsinki as a testbed and innovation driver
Over 300 city driven testbeds and forerunner projects since 2013-

Schools
•68 innovation school/city 

as a classroom

•New schools built to 

combine smart, sustainable 

and user-driven spaces

•Sensor networks in schools 

to track air quality, 

temperature, co2, light, 

movement 

Roads and 

mobility
• World’s first public road 

demonstrations of 

autonomous buses in June 

2016

• 1500 city bikes collecting data 

on routes and usage

• Autonomous drones testing

ICT
•Over 600 opened data set

•Helsinki is the first city in 

the world to simultaneously 

utilise both 3D city models 

(semantic and mesh)

•5G labs 

•Sensor networks for air 

quality

•Open IoT framwork

Energy
•unique trigeneration of 

energy produces district 

cooling, heat and electricity

•Crowd-funded solar plant

•Nordic’s biggest district-level 

energy storage 'solar-to-car-

battery and 'storage-to-car-

battery' possibilities in real 
life

Water and waste
•Pipeline waste system

•Smart waste bins and logistics

•Food waste tracking solution

Healthcare
•Clinical Medical Trials in 

healthcare station

•24 home nursing

•Open interface coding on 

service robots placed in 

nursing home for the elderly

Districts

Kalasatama innovation 

district

Jätkäsaari smart 

mobility district

Östersundom zero 

carbon district

Iso-Roobertinkatu 

climate street
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Offering for developers, 

businesses and citizens

5G networks and infrastructure

Open (realtime) data

Facilitation, experiments 

and competitions

Pasila Jätkäsaari     Kalasatama   etc

From Open Data, to Open Knowledge 
and to Open Solutions

Personalised AirQuality profiles, Uber for 

Boats, Whim and other services produced 

by the companies (Businesses)

Urban challenges posed as 

development opportunities for the 

companies (City, Universities)

Aggregated from the city facilitated experiments, 

crowdsourcing and daily processes (Universities, 

City and Businesses)

Fast and realibile networks with 

coordinated constructions 

(Businesses, City)

Urban Districts as Innovation 

Platforms (City)
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Design ”Stadika 5G” 

The winner of open 

design contest for 

standard Helsinki 5G 

basestation design

Creating HEL of an 

Impact with

Design

Digitality

Dialogue 


